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	— Even contrarians are beginning to question whether it’s worth the wait for 
small‑caps to make their comeback relative to large‑caps.

	— The overall quality of small-caps has plummeted as many newer firms have 
chosen to remain private, suggesting reason for caution.

	— Nevertheless, small‑caps remain extraordinarily cheap relative to large‑caps, 
providing opportunities to careful active investors. 

Key Insights

F or those who aren’t familiar, two characters in Samuel Beckett’s famous play engage 
in a conversation while waiting for a third, named Godot. The entire play unfolds, and 

Godot never arrives.

As for those of us waiting for small‑caps to outperform and the valuation spread between 
small‑ and large‑caps to revert to the mean, are we waiting for Godot?

Within the five minutes it will take you to read this article, I’ll try to convince you both to 
hate—and to love—U.S. small‑caps.

A long wait

The “hate” part shouldn’t be too hard, as relative valuations show that most investors 
prefer large‑caps over small‑caps.1 Who wants to be overweight small‑caps when growth 
is slowing? Conventional wisdom says you should own them during the early phase of the 
economic cycle, when we are coming out of a recession.

1 Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. As of 12/12/2023, the S&P 600’s (small‑caps) P/E blended 
forward (Bloomberg Estimate, BEst) is 14 compared with 27 for the Magnificent Seven (BM7T 
Index on Bloomberg).

Estragon: Let’s go.
Vladimir: We can’t.
Estragon: Why not?
Vladimir: We’re 
waiting for Godot.

–Waiting for Godot
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Even contrarians like us are questioning whether it’s worth the wait. Small‑caps have been 
cheap relative to large‑caps, but the valuation spread hasn’t reverted in years. On a relative 
basis, small‑caps have gotten cheaper, and cheaper, and cheaper.

There’s a reason why the valuation signal hasn’t worked. It relates to something asset 
allocators often ignore. I wrote about it in my book Beyond Diversification—What Every 
Investor Needs to Know About Asset Allocation, published by McGraw Hill, November 
2020—the two asset classes have changed over time.

The most unstable sector weight in the S&P 500 Index—the usual proxy for large-caps—
has been technology.2 From 6% of the index in 1990, tech reached a peak of 29% in 1999, 
during the dot‑com mania. Then it declined back to a trough of 15% in 2005. With the rise 
of the Magnificent Seven,3 it now stands at 29% again. (But don’t panic—the tech sector 
of today is much more profitable than it was in 1999.) 

As tech’s weighting in the index has risen, large‑caps have become less exposed to cyclical 
sectors. In November 2007, before the global financial crisis, the financials and energy 
sectors represented 31% of the index. These two sectors now represent only 17% of the 
index as of November 2023. Sector weights for industrials and materials have gone down 
over this period, too.

The opposite has happened with small‑caps—they’ve become more cyclical and less 
tech‑heavy. The chart below shows the trend in the relative weights of key sectors for 
small- versus large-caps since the global financial crisis. (Here I use the S&P 600 Index to 
represent small-caps, but the picture looks almost identical for the Russell 2000 Index.)

Small‑caps have further cheapened relative to large‑caps in price/earnings (P/E) terms—
in other words, the spread hasn’t reverted—in great part because of this drift in sector 
composition. The more tech‑heavy the index, and all else remaining equal, the higher the 
earnings growth. And the higher the earnings growth, the higher the “natural” P/E. Waiting 
for the valuation spread to revert when the indexes are evolving in this way could be like 
waiting for Godot. 

2 All index sector weights are sourced from Bloomberg Finance L.P., compiled at the end of each year 
mentioned. Current weights as of 12/12/2023. Used SPX Index, MEMB function in Bloomberg.

3 Microsoft, Meta, Amazon, Apple, NVIDIA, Alphabet, and Tesla.

Small-caps vs. large-caps: relative sector weights
(Fig. 1) October 2008 to November 2023
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My colleague Peter Stournaras, who runs our Integrated Equity Division, which specializes 
in blending quantitative and fundamental research for stock picking, has highlighted other 
related, long‑term issues with small‑caps. 

For example, in the Russell 2000, the percentage of “nonearners” has increased over time. 
Nonearners are companies that are losing money. Some of them might grow to become 
profitable. Others might be headed toward bankruptcy.

In the U.S., there used to be over 8,000 public companies in 2000, or 7,000 excluding the 
large-cap Russell 1000 Index. Typically, the smaller the company, the lower it scored on 
“quality” metrics such as earnings and return on equity (ROE). The cream tended to rise to 
the top of market cap ranking. Among those 7,000 companies, the 2,000 largest scored 
high in ROE. 

But now, there are only about 2,700 public companies outside the Russell 1000, and the 
proportion of small nonearners is higher. The number of quality small public companies 
has plummeted because many of them have chosen to remain private. Why is that? 
Well, I can think of at least two reasons: 

	— a tsunami of money has flooded private equity; and 

	— the regulatory and reporting requirements for public companies have increased.

Hence, since only 700 public companies are now excluded, being part of the Russell 
2000 signifies much less than it used to; in other words, if you’re a small public company, 
your chances of being included in the Russell 2000 are nearly three in four. As a further 
indicator of their lower quality, fewer small‑cap companies have been acquired or have 
graduated to become large‑caps. 

Although he sees opportunities for active management in the quality segment of 
small‑caps (more on this distinction shortly), Peter explains that passive index buyers 
should be careful because the Russell 2000 Index is “scraping the bottom of the barrel.” 
The median Altman Z‑Score, a measure of default risk, for Russell 2000 companies is near 
an all‑time low, which indicates that default risk is near an all‑time high.4

Peter highlights another long-term issue with small-caps: In corporate America, the 
winner-takes-all effect has increased over time. Sales concentration across industries 
has increased due to the barriers to entry around large intangibles, such as intellectual 
property, as well as data and tech platforms. Think about how the Magnificent 7 are 
dominating online retail, digital advertising, cloud computing, chips, and artificial 
intelligence (AI). 

Do you hate small-caps yet? And how could I ever convince you to 
love them?

First, small‑caps are not just cheap relative to large‑caps, they’re extraordinarily cheap. 
In financial markets, it can pay to go against the consensus. The chart below shows 
that small‑caps are trading at a 50% discount, and most of that discount has been built 
up over the last five years. I believe this spread is driven by more than the long-term 
headwinds against small-caps—the Magnificent 7, sentiment, and positioning are all 
playing a role.

4 Source: Furey Research Partners, December 2023. Data start in 1987.
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While the valuation signal has not been effective in general, it has worked well when at 
an extreme. I call it the “coiled spring” effect. 

The table below shows that from January 1994 to November 2023, the average forward 
12‑month (12M) returns for small‑caps (S&P 600) versus large‑caps (S&P 500), when 
small‑caps were in the bottom quintile (Q5), was 8.9%. Today, we are deep into Q5.

What’s the catalyst that could unleash small‑caps? Historically, small‑caps have 
outperformed when the Fed was cutting rates. Fed cuts stimulate the economy, and 
small‑caps are more cyclical than large‑caps.5

5 Fed cycles are defined by year-over-year (YoY) change in Federal Funds Target Rate–Upper Bound 
(FDTR Index). If YoY <0, Fed cuts; otherwise, Fed holds or raises interest rates. Forward 12 months’ 
excess return of S&P 600 over S&P 500. Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P.

Small-caps vs. large-caps: valuation discount
(Fig. 2) January 1994 to November 2023
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Source: Median P/E for S&P 600 and S&P 500 are computed by T. Rowe Price. Past performance is 
not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Historical performance of small-caps vs. large-caps based on relative 
valuation
(Fig. 3) January 1994 to November 2023

Relative P/E Quintile Average Forward 12M Excess Return
Q1 (Richest) -1.0%

Q2 0.0%

Q3 -4.0%

Q4 0.4%

Q5 (Cheapest) 8.9%

Sources: Median P/E for S&P 600 and S&P 500 are computed by T. Rowe Price. Total return series 
are sourced from Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Small-caps vs. large-caps and the Fed cycle
(Fig. 4) January 1994 to November 2023

Fed Cycle Average Forward 12M Excess Return
Holds or Raises -1.8%

Cuts 5.6%

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. Analysis by T. Rowe Price. Past performance is not a reliable 
indicator of future performance.
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Fed cuts are expected in 2024. A skeptic might counter that the environment is different 
this time. Growth is likely to continue to slow, not accelerate. Unless we get a recession, 
the Fed is unlikely to cut interest rates to stimulate the economy. The Fed will cut because 
inflation is coming down, and it doesn’t want real rates (nominal interest rates minus 
inflation) to become too restrictive. 

Still, small‑cap companies have more short‑term debt than large‑caps. Therefore, they 
should get more relief from declining short rates.6 

My view is that the strong valuation—the Q5 “buy” signal—combined with the macro signal 
of declining rates, justify an overweight small‑caps position in our tactical asset allocation.

And there’s a third reason to like (maybe even love?) small‑caps: the opportunity for skilled 
active management. The asset class has been so hated that quality companies have been 
unfairly dragged down with it. Investors have thrown the babies out with the bathwater, in 
my view, and quality in small‑caps is trading cheap relative to quality in large‑caps. 

We like the S&P 600 more than the Russell 2000 as an index of small‑caps because the 
S&P 600 excludes nonearners. It has outperformed the Russell 2000 by 140 basis points 
per year over the last 20 years ended 2023. The definition of quality is in the eye of the 
beholder,7 but it’s clear that the S&P 600 is composed of higher‑quality stocks than the 
Russell 2000 as measured by ROE. 

Suppose we use return‑on‑equity (which is net income divided by book value) as a 
measure of quality. The chart below shows the distribution of ROEs across stocks in 
each index. The S&P 600 distribution is shifted to the left, which means that it has more 
companies with lower ROEs than the S&P 500. 

But there’s overlap in the distributions. Many small‑caps have higher ROEs than many 
large-caps. Imagine two classes of students taking the same course, given by the same 
professor. Suppose the average grade is lower in one of the two classes. Still, many 
students in this underperforming class will have a higher grade than many students in 
the other class.

6 Source: Empirical Research Partners, as of August 2023.
7 I’m reminded of one of the most popular philosophy books of all time: Zen and the Art of Motorcycle 

Maintanance, by Robert M. Pirsig. If you’re curious about academic philosophy, and you’re in the 
mood for a read that’s engaging, yet deep, contemplative, and abstract, this is the book.

Distributions of ROEs in small-caps vs. large-caps*
(Fig. 5) As of November 30, 2023
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* There are negative ROE values in the S&P 600 because the criterion requires positive earnings at the 

time of inclusion only.
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I believe the market has missed this distinction. Quality looks cheaper in small-caps than 
in large-caps. I suspect the rise in index investing has contributed to this spread. For an 
example of how passive investing creates such distortions, find “The Revenge of the Stock 
Pickers,” which was published in the Financial Analysts Journal (2019), where my colleagues 
and I discuss the impact of exchange-traded fund flows on stock-picking opportunities.

Below are two tables to support this statement. In the first, I rank securities in the S&P 
600 and the S&P 500 to create high‑, medium‑, and low‑quality buckets. These buckets 
contain securities of roughly similar ROEs. 

In the second, I compare the price-to-cash flows (P/CFs) for each bucket, in 
small‑ versus large‑caps.

High‑quality stocks in the S&P 600 are trading at a 50% discount to stocks with similar 
ROEs in the S&P 500, in terms of P/CF (and a 40% discount in terms of P/E—not shown). 

For an investor with a 12‑ to 18‑month horizon, as interest rates come down and if 
small‑caps outperform, it’s possible that we’ll see a “junk” rally. Nonearners may “pop.” 
However, with growth slowing, in terms of risk-adjusted return at a time horizon of 12 
to 18 months, my view is that quality small-caps offer the best opportunity. We do like 
innovative, fast‑growing, disruptive companies in some strategies, but overall, our Asset 
Allocation Committee gets most of its small‑cap exposure in a way that emphasizes 
quality and that resembles the S&P 600 more than the Russell 2000.

Comparing similar ROE companies in small-caps vs. large-caps
(Fig. 6) As of November 30, 2023

Cutoff (%) Mean ROE (%)

Bucket Min. ROE S&P 500 S&P 600
Outlier 35+ 131 130

High 20–35 26 26

Medium 10–20 14 14

Low 0–10 7 6

Junk <0 -58 -22

Source: T. Rowe Price Integrated Equity Division.

Comparing similar ROE companies in small-caps vs. large-caps
(Fig. 7) As of November 30, 2023

Mean P/CF

Bucket S&P 500 S&P 600 Small-Caps/Large-Caps
Outlier 18 11 0.6

High 17 9 0.5

Medium 16 8 0.5

Low 35 13 0.4

Junk 111 114 1.0

Source: Mean P/CF for S&P 600 and S&P 500 are computed by T. Rowe Price.
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Last, here are a few more arguments in favor of small‑caps from a tactical perspective:

	— They’re more domestic, with greater exposure to the U.S. economy compared with large 
multinationals. Growth appears stronger in the U.S. than in most of the rest of the world 
heading into 2024. 

	— If other central banks, such as the European Central Bank, lower rates at a faster pace 
than the Fed, the U.S. dollar could appreciate. Large-caps would suffer more than 
small‑caps from the repatriation of foreign earnings. 

	— I’m not a big proponent of technical analysis and calendar effects, but there’s some 
evidence that, historically, small‑caps have done better than large‑caps in January.8 In 
the same vein, small‑caps have historically outperformed during election years.

From a super secular perspective, a committee member reminded us that “over a 
very long period of time, there’s been a small-cap premium. Investors need to get 
compensated for the liquidity risk.” Finance theory supports that argument. 

Have I convinced you to love small-caps? Maybe as a 
tactical opportunity? 

Our Asset Allocation Committee remains overweight small‑caps versus large‑caps. We’ll 
revisit this position as the relative valuation spread normalizes. 

And yes, I need to admit that this article takes more than five minutes to read, and I hope 
you’ll forgive this bit of false advertising. But perhaps you found the wait was worth it?

8 Mark Haug and Mark Hirschey (2006), “The January Effect,” Financial Analysts Journal, 62:5, 78–88, 
DOI: 10.2469/faj.v62.n5.4284.

Small-caps vs. large-caps and the election cycle
(Fig. 8) Presidential elections from 1994 to 2023

Election Year Average Forward 12M Excess Return
No -1.4%

Yes 6.9%

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
performance.

Thank you to Peter Stournaras, Grace Zheng, Yihan Xie, Charles Shriver, Justin White, and Dave Eiswert for help with this analysis.

Actual future outcomes may differ materially from any estimates or forward-looking statements provided. Certain assumptions have 
been made for modeling purposes, and this material is not intended to predict future events. The specific securities and asset classes 
identified and described are for informational purposes only and are not recommendations to take any particular investment action.
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T. Rowe Price identifies and actively invests in opportunities to help people thrive in an 
evolving world, bringing our dynamic perspective and meaningful partnership to clients 
so they can feel more confident.


